Cake smashed in the groom’s face. A Thanksgiving dinner of Chinese food. The sun rolling out stage left during the 2nd grade Solar System Play. Fluffy scared of his own reflection in the mirror. Everyone has their own set of indescribable experiences that they wish they could share with others—and now they can, in the best way imaginable. Optimus G Pro is their personal share machine, helping them stay in the moment with an immersive and expansive display, camera features that capture the essence of a memory, processing power ready to fuel unparalleled experiences, and on-device interactions like nothing they’ve ever seen before.

So let’s put one in their hands and show them what it’s like to not only share... but to share like a pro.
Host a Screening
Featuring a screen so expansive, colors so accurate, and images so dazzling on a 5.5” display that is truly HD, Optimus G Pro delivers an on-device cinematic viewing experience so immersive, you could literally sell tickets — and charge $10 for hot dogs.

PERFORMANCE

5.5” 1080p Full HD IPS Screen (400 ppi Resolution)
• Snapdragon™ 1.7 GHz Quad-Core Processor
• Long-Lasting 3,140 mAh Battery
• Blazing-Fast 4G LTE Connectivity*

*AT&T’s 4G LTE Network not available everywhere.

Make Indescribable, Describable
When there are no words, there is the 13 MP Full HD camera. With advanced optics and features, faster shutter speeds, intuitive adjustments, and voice commands, capture your life story in all its glory — giving frameworthy moments a chance to shine again on-screen.
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Collaboration is Calling
VuTalk lets you connect and share fun, handwritten notes while on voice calls with drawings, images, maps, and more — and then saves them in Notebook when you’re done. Passing notes hasn’t been this entertaining since middle school.*

Visionary Security

• 360° Virtual Scenes with VR Panorama*
• Intelligent Auto for Instant Adjustments
• Time Catch Shot

* Available on rear-facing camera or camcorder only.

A Well-Rounded View
VR Panorama dismisses the average-view picture and whirts around for expansive-view dimensions, capturing entire horizontal and vertical environments for a virtual 360°-like scene like nothing you’ve seen before.
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Life in Epic Proportions
With impressive and high-quality recording, it’s easy to make any of your Full HD videos feel larger than life — plus, you can add your own creative flare with special effects and video editing, or even focus in on sound with audio zoom.
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Take It Over the Top
Sometimes, life feels like a reality show — and with Optimus G Pro, yours could be a number-one hit. Dual Recording adds drama to any video by activating the front and rear video cameras simultaneously, capturing the subject you’re recording, as well your reaction — whether intentional or entirely spontaneous.
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 time catch shot™ allows you to take multiple pictures at once and save your favorite(s).

Prioritize Like a Pro
Color-coded itineraries. Hotel and restaurant reservations. Meeting and conference notes. QSlide 2.0™ is an in-pocket multitasking pro. Open two new windows over your main screen and adjust the window size or transparency, so all important info can be accessed, at once!
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Home Entertainment Engineer
Turn it on. Point and click. Watch the magic unfold. QuickRemote makes it easy to be the master of your TV, cable set top box, surround sound system, and more — controlling each compatible device right from your Optimus G Pro. Now, if only it worked on your kids.
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• 13 MP Full HD Rear & 2.1 MP Full HD Front Cameras
• 1080p Full HD Recording & On-Device Playback
• Front and Rear Image Capturing with Dual Recording
• Live Effects for Creative Visual Options
• Amplify and Target Sound with Audio Zoom*

* Only available in Landscape orientation.
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Key Features

• Powerful Snapdragon™ 1.7 GHz Quad-Core Processor with 2 GB RAM
• Expansive 5.5” 1080p Full HD IPS Screen (400 ppi Resolution)
• Long-Lasting 3,140 mAh Battery
• Customizable and Flexible Android™ Platform1
• Advanced 13 MP Full HD Camera with Dual Recording and Tracking Focus
• 2.1 MP Full HD Front-Facing Camera for Video Conferencing
• Personal Sharing of Fun Notes in Real Time with VuTalk
• Advanced and Convenient Multitasking with QSlide 2.0™
• QuickRemote for Universal Remote Control
• Pocketable Ergonomic Design with Comfortable Grip

Specifications

• Technology: GSM, LTE
• Frequencies: LTE CAT 3 Band 4, and 17, HSPA+ 21 Mbps, UMTS 850/1900/2100 MHz, GSM 850/900/1800/1900 MHz
• Data Transmission: EDGE, GPRS Class 10, UMTS (W-CDMA), HSDPA, LTE Bands 4/17
• Processor: Qualcomm® Snapdragon 1.7 GHz Quad-Core 600 Processor
• Dimensions: 5.91” (H) x 3.00” (W) x 0.37” (D)
• Weight: 6.14 oz.
• Display: 5.5” (1920 x 1080) Full HD IPS Display
• Colors Available: Black, White
• Standby Time: up to 24 days1
• Talk Time: up to 15 hours and 30 minutes1
• Internal Memory: 32 GB total memory and support for up to 64 GB of expandable memory2

1 Certain features may use more power and cause actual time to vary.
2 microSD™ memory card (sold separately).
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